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The Strong Mu-min is Better
Than the Weak Mu-min
(In the aftermath of the First Oil War – dubbed the
Persian Gulf War by the West – Hazrat Moulana
Maseehullah, Rahmatullahi Alaih, spoke on the
upheavals facing this Ummah and the solution to
overcome our weakness, our decline, our helplessness
and our miserable state of being downtrodden and
hopeless. Today, as the whole Ummah is being
engulfed and swollen up by the enemies of Islam, the
reproduction of the Majlis conducted by Hazrat is most
appropriate. After this Majlis, Hazrat commented to a
senior Ustaad of Madrasah Miftaahul Uloom,
Jalalabad: “Molvi Saheb! Topical questions have been
answered in today’s Majlis.” It rests with us to reflect
and prepare ourselves accordingly. O Allah! Grant us
the taufeeq.)
Preamble
A person depicted the condition of youngsters in these
times very succinctly, “Hazrat! Home has become a
hotel for children nowadays. They come home when
they want, eat and then are gone. When they want, they
come and sleep.”
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This statement really appeals to me; “Home has
become a hotel for children nowadays.” This is the
summary of today’s state-of-affairs.
Types of People
There are different types of people. The first is one who
is already a mushrik. He rejects the absolute Tenets of
Faith and becomes a kaafir. Together with this he
becomes
hell-bent
on
committing
zulm
(oppression/tyranny). As a zaalim (oppressor) he joins
the ranks of the kafarah fajarah (obscene infidels).
Some are believers who in response to the demand of
Imaan are fully obedient. They are unshakable in
external noble actions and internal praiseworthy
character. These believers are the Perfect Believers.
Some again do not dabble in kufr and shirk and
absolute fujooriyyat (vile deeds), but they are tainted
with some bad deeds. They have not embraced vile
deeds; vile deeds are not continuously emanating from
them; they are not perennially involved in vile deeds;
they are not steeped in vile deeds. Such a person
possesses the nafs-e-lawwaamah (the lamenting nafs;
the self which becomes remorseful over any wrong
which it commits).
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One is a person who is continuously occupied in vile
deeds. He shows no remorse. He is an ingrate, yet he is
a Believer subscribing to dogmatic beliefs. The power
of his Imaan is
exceptionally low on account of his transgression. He is
a defective believer. On a whole he is an ingrate. He
does not reflect over the favours of Allah Ta’ala for his
evil to go away and be replaced with good; for ill
fortune to disappear and good fortune to appear. This
person is on the whole an ingrate; on the whole.
The Zaalim Ingrate
Having understood these stages now understand that by
continuing in this manner such a person, where will he
be grateful to a human being; a fellow creation? No
matter how much favours you do to him he will be
ungrateful. When he is ungrateful to the True Creator
then where will he be appreciative of the favour of
created beings!? What hope is there in him?
“The mushrikeen are najas,” with a fat-hah on the jeem, not
with a kasrah. [Reference is to Aayat No. 28 of Surah
Baraat wherein Allah Ta’ala declares the mushrikeen
to be absolute filth and impure. They are not
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categorized as having become filthy; rather they are
inherently filthy and impure.]
In the Aayat, “Verily shirk is a major form of oppression,”
sins
have been categorized, and the Hadeeth saying, “Kufr
on a Smaller Scale,” kufr has also been categorized.
Hence ahqar [this humble servant] mentioned some
grades [of Imaan and kufr].
So, shirk is a major form of zulm; and one who
perpetrates this major zulm of shirk is a mushrik. When
he is qualified with major zulm then why will he not be
classed as a major zaalim? Shirk is major zulm.
Whoever has the attribute of major zulm in him, how
can he be free from major zulm? His zulm is endless.
Can there be any hope of fairness and justice from him,
leave alone him being gracious. His zulm is endless.
With the Real Being – the Sublime Creator – the True
Master – his [the zaalim mushrik’s] approach is to
never accept. Then how can any hope of fairness and
justice be entertained from his part? Due to some
expediency he may have shown some ostensible form
of fairness and justice.
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Don’t Associate with the Deviates
In this scenario Allah Ta’ala states in the Qur’aan-ePaak:
“When these people speak mockingly about the Kalaam of Allah
and the Aayaat then do not sit with them. Only sit (with them for
Tableegh) when they engage in other talk.”
From this the purport understood is: O Muslims! You
are on the Path of Hidaayat; they are astray. They joke
and jest at talk of Hidaayat. Therefore, “Do not sit after
this admonition with the unjust ones.”
Do not sit with them, lest you become influenced by
them; lest by listening to their talk you become
doubtful about the one thing which is True in you; lest
you become sceptical. Then it will be difficult to
remove this doubt and uncertainty. Therefore, why do
you go and sit with them?
Allah Ta’ala has uprooted fasaad. [In other words,
Allah Ta’ala has directed Muslims who are on
Hidaayat not to lend an ear to the false, baseless,
distorted and sinful talk of all deviates. By not even
lending an ear to their baatil one will save oneself from
deviating.]
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“Don’t sit with them after being admonished.” In other words,
you are aware of the Road of Hidaayat. After hidaayat
how can you then associate with that person who is on
a path divergent to hidaayat?
This is the eloquence of the Kalaam (Speech) of Allah.
He has vehemently prohibited associating with
deviates, like I mentioned some incidents yesterday or
the day before. A person went and sat where he was not
supposed to sit and he desired to become the devotee of
the guru. Then Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa
sallam) warned him in his dream. “Why did you sit
there? Why did you go there?” Nabi (Sallallahu alaihi
wa sallam) admonished him that, “ You are required to
be strong and firm on your Path of guidance; on Faith,
guidance and the Correct Path which is defined as the
Straight Path of those whom Allah Ta’ala has favoured,
not the way of those who He is angry with. You should
be firm, unshakable, indomitable and unrelenting.
Hence Nabi (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) stated: “The
strong Mu-min is better than the weak Mu-min.”
Al-Mu-minul Qawi Khairum Minal Mu-minidhDha’eef
Khair (noble/good/better) is used in contrast to sharr
(evil/worse). The Strong Mu-min who has ridded
8
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himself of the sharr of bashar (natural human
propensity of evil) is better than the weak Mu-min. We
learn from this that some Believers are strong whilst
others are weak. The status quo has been defined.
So what did Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam)
say? “A strong Mu-min is better than a weak Mu-min”. The
administration and the work from such a Mu-min can
never be delivered by a weak Mu-min. A weak Mu-min
is powerless to carry out such actions, neither for
himself, that is on a personal level, and nor is he
qualified to serve the community. He is neither
successful in his personal endeavours of supervision
and performance and nor are his administrative and
active ventures for the people successful, as he is weak.
The need is for resolute, absolute and indefatigable
performance and supervision on a personal level and
for the community in dealing with opponents and
adversaries. The Alif Laam in Al-Mu-min is for totality.
In other words, all Believers as one single body are
required to maintain their power. Thus, the Mu-min has
to be powerful and strong. The enemy should not
infiltrate the borders. The Mu-min should be strong in
his community, group and association.
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Classes of Power
There are different classes of power. We are speaking
to a Strong Mu-min. So, apart from the power of Imaan
one should have the power of correct and authentic Ilm
(knowledge). The need will arise to discuss and debate
with an adversary and enemy, to prove the Haqq
(Truth) with absolute truths and solid evidence. For
this, strong and solid Ilm is required. So there should
be the power of knowledge.
The fruition of the power of Ilm is the power of Amal –
constant actions and true humility.
Then there should be physical power. If Allah Ta’ala
has granted one then drink milk, eat ghee, eat fruit and
nuts, eat chicken, mix pure and wholesome ghee and
eat. Don’t wither away like autumn leaves.
Do press-ups, squats, walk briskly, run, go out in the
early morning. These are ways and means of
developing strength and power. If these are not
implemented then the question of developing strength
is void. Do you understand or not?
Students take their kitaabs and go to class. After
lessons they pick up their kitaabs and return to their
rooms. The poor souls are grossly neglectful of their
10
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physical health and strength. [Hazrat laments at the
condition of Deeni students who are physically weak
and unhealthy. Considering their sedentary occupation
they are required to devote time to nurturing their
physical wellbeing. But, alas, they deem mere bookstudy to be the be-all and end-all of Deeni studies thus
relegating even good health and strength to the domain
of superfluity, little realising the havoc they wreak to
their bodies which are gifts from Allah Ta’ala to be
cared for, protected and strengthened.]
Furthermore, to protect one’s youthful vigour and
potency one should stay away from all company and
places which destroy one’s manhood, otherwise where
will one remain physically strong?
With physical power, there should then be power of
self-respect. One should abstain from every such action
which is disgraceful and demeaning. To abstain from
acts which bring shame and disgrace upon oneself is
the power of self-respect. One should not be a comic or
joker.
After power of self-respect comes power of wealth.
Again, our discussion is with a Mu-min-e-Qawi and
therefore there should be Taqwa and abstinence when
earning money. Haraam wealth should be avoided.
11
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Power of wealth should be interwoven with halaal
earnings. And how should this power of wealth be? All
around have gold and your heart should be on the Giver
of the gold. In other words, there shouldn’t be love for
the wealth in one’s heart. On the contrary, one’s heart
should be absorbed with the love of Allah, lest one
recklessly acquires wealth without concern for halaal or
haraam. We are speaking of power of wealth.
Now proceed further. When one has acquired
combined power in the ways and classes of power
mentioned then one has acquired power of the faculties,
that is, one’s arms, legs and limbs will become
reinforced.
When one has wealth by earning with abstinence and
caution and one does not hanker after money then there
will be inner strength and vitality in the limbs and
organs of the body. One will not dwell in confusion
worrying about what will happen here and what will
happen next. One will not be in a state of trepidation
fearing the worst. Such worry and concern will
debilitate one. One will lose one’s sleep and not have
an appetite to eat well.
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We are speaking to the Mu’min who has or desires
power, and therefore, why should one preoccupy
oneself with such worrying thoughts?
Iyyaakum Wa Fasaada Thaatil Bain
So the first power was that of Imaan (quwwat-eimaani), the second is knowledge (quwwat-e-ilmi), the
third is power of action (quwwat-e-amali), the fourth of
self-respect (quwwat-e-jaahi) and the fifth is wealth
(quwwat-e-maali). When these five assets of power are
achieved by the Community of Mu-min-e-Qawi then
there is no question of disunity. Collective Unity has
thus been achieved. Once this collective unity has taken
shape then no adversary can be stronger than this
Strong Mu-min and hence Rasoolullah (Sallallahu
alaihi wa sallam) said that if there is no such unity then
the weakness of the Ummah will be at its lowest.
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) said: “Beware
of the decomposition of your mutual affairs.”
The Arabic word used, Iyyaaakum, signifies danger.
Perhaps you studied Hidaayatun Nahw [an elementary
kitaab on Arabic grammar].
In other words: O Muslims! Avoid discord. Why
should you
13
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avoid discord? The reason for avoiding discord is that
after being Strong Believers you will degenerate and
become weak believers. Therefore, I say: “Beware of the
decomposition of your mutual relations; stay clear from
disunity.”
This begs the question: Is disunity harmful?
Oh! In spite of being a Mu-min and adopting the Deen
you still ask this question? My Friend! “It is a razor.”
This disunity and decomposition of your mutual
relations will shave you clean.
What a dreadful warning! It will shave you so clean
that you will become downright useless.
How is that? How does it shave?
Oh! You are under the impression that it will shave of
your hair? My Friend! This disunity of yours will
‘shave off’ your Deen. The cause of your Deen
becoming ‘shaved’ is your disunity. I came to make
your Deen powerful; for you to remain united, but you
have chosen the opposite. With your own hands you
have chosen to be the cause of the deracination of your
Deen.
We are talking about a Strong Mu-min.
14
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In view of you opting for the ‘shaving’ of your Deen
which
‘shaving’ is disunity then you are solely responsible
for your incumbent disgrace, for your defeat, for others
dominating you. I told you; you are now to be blamed.
You have not listened to your senior – and a senior of
my standing – you have not paid attention to me; you
have ignored me whereas you said, “I believe in Allah
and His Rasool”. In spite of that declaration, you did
not listen to me. I did tell you that the Strong Mu-min
is much, much better than the weak Mu-min. You have
collectively dumped unity thus leaving your status of
being Strong Believers to waste and reducing you to
weak believers.
Now that you have become weak believers it
necessarily follows that the good and nobleness of a
Strong Believer will not be found in this weak believer.
In fact there will be evil. Thus, you have brought this
evil upon yourselves.
You are the Cause of Your Weakness
Although I am the Creator, but you chose the means to
become weak, saying, ‘We want to take for ourselves
the agencies of weakness which You have created. We
15
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wish to take defeat and subjugation; we wish to take
the state of being fearful of others; our awe should not
be over others.’
I am the Creator of actions and you are the cause of this
creation. Therefore, instead of power, I have created for
you
weakness. You wanted that. My Will connected to your
will since you wanted that. As if you were saying with
your abominable actions, ‘We are happy living in
subjugation; in defeat; with others governing us.’ So
you wanted that; your wish has been fulfilled.
All right, now you have first-hand experience. In view
of you having had first-hand experience why don’t you
return to becoming a Strong Mu-min by attempting to
unite? And if not, then it will be a case of being bitten
by the same snake twice. Then for your whole life you
will suffer disgrace, if you do not return to being a
Strong Mu-min. In spite of you experiencing for
yourselves, you maintained the disunity. Besides
disgrace what else do you expect then?
[At this juncture it is extremely important to understand that
unity of the Ummah cannot be achieved with dalliance in bid’ah
and fisq. Just as ‘unity’ with kuffaar and heretics is denounced,
similarly, there can be no ‘unity’ between Haq and baatil, “for
16
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baatil by its very nature is doomed”. Unity with those who
commit bid’ah and those who flagrantly violate the Shariah and
who readily discard the Ahkaam of the Shariah for despicable
worldly motives is in fact a rebellious and ill-conceived unity; a
‘unity’ which is condemned in the Qur’aan unequivocally. Allah
Ta’ala tells of the honourable dissociating of Ibraheem (Alaihis
Salaam) from his people’s vile ways: “We reject you (and your

ways). And forever will there be enmity between you and us until
you believe in Allah alone.” – Surah Mumtahinah, 3.
Thus the Ahl Haq will continuously propagate the Haq to the
chagrin of those plodding the path of baatil. Unity between
these two mutually repellent forces can never ever be achieved.
The Ahl Baatil are in fact instructed to repent and return to the
Haq with explicit obedience to the Shariah as espoused by the
Sunnah of Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam). Then and
then only can the desired unity be achieved. In short, the Ahl
Haq should remain united and avoid discord.]

You want to bear living in disgrace, so stay disgraced!
You have collectively wrought disunity and thus you
have committed injustice upon yourselves.
I am just. There is no question of Me being oppressive.
I show either adl or fadhl (justice or graciousness).
Injustice is a wrong. I am Mubarra (free) of injustice.
So it is you who have brought injustice upon
yourselves.
17
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Extricate yourselves of this injustice, and the darkness
of oppression will withdraw from you.
The United Nation of Strong Believers
When the darkness goes away then Noor (celestial light
or guidance) will take its place. And when this Noor
comes then you will become a Strong Mu-min in your
own right, as well as a Collective Body and
Community of Strong Believers. Who can then
overpower such a person? He will
remain victorious.
Don’t you know that a thousand years earlier the
Strong Believers were a Strong United Nation?
Regardless of their paucity in numbers they used to
vanquish larger numbers. My Help was with them.
Since My Help was with them the question of anyone
defeating them did not arise. So look at the episodes of
the Strong United Nation of Believers of a thousand
years ago.
Then and Now – No Difference to the Strong Mumin
Some say that warfare was conducted differently in the
former times; face-to-face combat with swords, barrage
18
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of spears, barrage of lances and barrage of arrows
rained down, therefore forget about those times.
Muslims! The enemy says, “Forget about those times”.
Even Muslims tell fellow Muslims to discard talk about
the circumstances of former times; that should not be
brought up in conversation in the scenario facing us in
these times. Leave alone fighting with swords, warfare
is not even conducted with rifles now. Now war is
waged with bombs, and that too, aerial bombardment
and missiles launched from hundreds of miles away.
One atomic bomb is sufficient, leave alone several
tons! A mushroom cloud forms scattering atoms of dust
all over. “Are you drawing an analogy with ancient
warfare?” Your
analogy is flawed.
So, now wars are not waged with swords in the hands
of both armies. Rifles are also obsolete. Now it is
airborne warfare.
If you say that our adversary is more formidable in
airborne warfare, therefore of what use is our aerial
power, we venture to say that the Almighty – Allah
Ta’ala – is with the Strong Mu-min. Just as there was
Divine Intervention before, there will be Divine
19
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Intervention now. Regardless of the firepower and
weaponry of this Mu’min Qawi being inferior, he has
the help from the Unseen. The superior and greater
means of the enemy will fail. All the enemy’s
firepower and airpower will be suppressed and
extinguished. The Help of Allah will be forthcoming.
No weapon can counter the Malaaikah. They will be
instructed to stop the airstrike in its tracks. The airstrike
will fail. By Allah it is a matter of “Kun fayakoon”. [A
mere direction of His will and the object comes into
existence.]
This is the world of material causes and hence the
Malaaikah will be instructed to thwart the airstrike.
Thus, collectively the Mu-mineen with Power of
Imaan, as put forward in detail, can never be defeated;
can never feel threatened. When these Mu-mineen can
never be threatened then they will not become
frightened. Their external limbs and internal faculties
will remain intact and protected. They will contrive
ways which never crossed the minds of others, for the
help of the Almighty is with them.
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Variety in Power of Wealth
I explained just now, whilst elaborating on the Strong
Mu-min, what are the types of power; self-respect,
wealth, etc. The details were given.
Wealth again consists of a variety of means. The need
is to acquire the material power relevant to the time.
When the need is for rock-hard fists and feet then fists
and feet should be used. When the need is for sticks
and staffs then these should be at hand. If you are in the
time of swords, carry swords. If rifles are being used
then the need is to arm oneself with a rifle. The age of
canons requires canons. The age of airborne warfare
requires air power.
All these are wealth; what else? Is wealth only money?
Is wealth only paper notes? These are also wealth. So,
whatever the strength of wealth may be in any given
time, the need is to acquire that wealth.
No Change in the System of Allah
Although a Strong Mu-min will have little of such
power, regardless, he will be victorious over those who
have plenty of it, because the help of Allah Ta’ala is
with such a Strong Mu-min. “Today no one will defeat you.”
You will be victorious.
21
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Have you understood this, or have you still not yet
understood?
All this is the responsibility of the Mu-min. Allah
Ta’ala has stated that you should stay like this and this
and this. “Then My help, just as it was forthcoming a
thousand years earlier, will be forthcoming now. You
are not the same; therefore, My help has shifted from
you, for My Way is:
“There is no change in the System of Allah.”
There is no diversion from the Way of Allah Ta’ala.
“My Way with the Mu-mineen of yesteryear will be
with such Mu-mineen of today as well. Since you are
not as you were before, My Way has changed. The
Way that ought to have been in place has been
substituted. If you change your way to the Strong Mumin’s Way, as explained in detail, then My Way will
be the same as before.
However, let your gaze not be upon yourself and upon
your means and possessions. You are under command
to gather the means appropriate for every age, but, in
spite of that you are also a Mu-min Qawi and the
demand of this is that your gaze should neither be upon
yourself and nor upon your material possessions. Your
gaze should be only towards Me. Then you will
22
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become My favourites, and when you are My
favourites then why would you cast sinful gazes at
others?
The Facts
You have before you the facts of fourteen centuries
earlier when, in the Battle of Hunain, the gaze of the
Sahaabah momentarily, not positively, fell on
themselves. In a moment of human weakness their
gazes went to themselves with the thought crossing
their minds that, ‘when we were less in number we
used to come out triumphant. Now we are huge in
number. Why won’t we be triumphant?’
They were My favourites. Now that they looked at
‘their strength’, My help was withheld. [This was pure
mercy on the part of Allah Ta’ala for the Sahaabah to
rectify their wrong and focus their attention and
direction towards Allah alone. Had this reprimand not
been forthcoming they would have fallen into
aberration. The setback served to alert them to the
wrong notion that crept into their minds. It was,
therefore, purely the Mercy of Allah Ta’ala that saved
them.]
When they saw their error and then looked towards Me,
My Help came again. The victory which was reversed
was transformed once again into victory. So you have
23
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these facts before you; the Strong Mu-min’s gaze is on
Me, the Mighty. The Strong Mu-min knows that a Mumin Qawi fixes his gaze on Allah, the Almighty
because he knows that the strength in him is divinely
bestowed; it is not his inherent strength.
Considering the strength to be inherent was a mistake.
They made taubah [repented] for the mistake, although
it was not a resolute gaze; it was not a gaze by design.
So My help returned. From being on the losing end,
they won. After being on the run, they won.”
The Proclamation of Allah
Allah Ta’ala loudly proclaims that: My Rasool is
departing now. He loudly proclaims: “Today I have
perfected your Deen for you, completed My favour upon you and I
am pleased with Islam as your Deen.”
My Rasool is now ready to depart, but you have to
remain firmly on Islam, following in the footsteps of
the Rasool. Then My help will be with you till
Qiyaamat. This Communication [the Glorious Qur’aan]
has been revealed till Qiyaamat. As long as you remain
obedient to this Communication with all the power of
your Imaan, with all your physical power then forever
will the Way of Allah be with you.

24
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Your question is that warfare in former times was
conducted differently and hence the victories; now we
have aerial warfare! Allah Ta’ala responds: Did I tell
you not to use air power when such a time comes? Did
I tell you not to equip yourself with air power? Did I
tell you not to arm yourself with these material means?
Did I tell you not to use them? In fact, I said that you
should accumulate the weapons of war appropriate for
the times, to the degree you are able to. Build factories;
stockpile.
True Zuhd
Allah Ta’ala says: I am not in need of such abstinence
[where the material agencies are even discarded]. The
zuhd I desire [to see from you] is that which is
devastating [to the enemies of Allah]. Hence I said:
“The Strong Mu-min is better than the weak Mu-min.”
So, I do not want such ‘zuhd’, such disinclination [to
the world], such detestation [of the world] where you
do not equip yourself with weapons, you do not build
on your arsenal, you do not manufacture weapons and
you break your hands and feet and lay incapacitated on
your bed.
On the contrary, you should have these stunning
resources and inclusive means, but one’s preoccupation
should not be with that. This is the zuhd that is desired.
25
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This humble speaker said a while ago that gold and
silver should be scattered around you, but your gaze
should be focused on the Giver of these treasures. The
heart is not preoccupied with that; it is not obsessed
with that; it does not hanker after that; it does not covet
that; it does not boast and feel flattered with that. This
is the meaning of the gaze being focused on Him.
Zuhd is connected to the heart which is the locus of
praiseworthy, beautiful, perfect, wonderful and
amazing excellences and character. Zuhd is not what
the apparent state of a person conveys. Outwardly you
may be the king; the owner of vast amounts of
treasures, but the heart is empty of that, then this is not
nugatory of zuhd. This is the reality of zuhd.
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam) said: “O Allah!
Let me live humbly, let me die humbly and let me be resurrected
with those who are humble.”
A wonderfully prepared meal – sumptuous, attractive,
rich and full of flavour – is placed in front of someone.
He pours water into it. This is not zuhd. When he is
asked: “What are you doing?” he responds: “Eating
such a delicious, sumptuous and fragrant cuisine is
nugatory of zuhd. I am adding water to it to break my
nafs.”
26
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Oh My! You do not even know the reality of zuhd!
Just eat it and see. Without throwing water into it see
how happy your heart becomes; how wonderful you
feel; how cheerful you become. The effect of this will
be that your heart will run to obey Haq Ta’ala. Really,
Yaa Allah, You gave me such a wonderful meal! How
can I still be like this? Enough is enough! Now my feet
are going to run to your obedience. Where will I get
such a Muhsin [Benefactor]!? Where will I get such a
Murabbi [Creator and Cherisher]!? Where will I get
such a Mun’im [Giver]!?
So, the continuous shower of favours upon this mun’am
alaih [beneficiary] makes his Strength of Imaan
stronger and stronger. Thus the weak Mu-min –
inwardly and outwardly – becomes progressively a
Strong Mu-min.
Will you become strong by throwing water into the
meal? Thus, with the shower of these bounties the
weak Mu-min becomes progressively a Strong Mumin. He has power of ilm, power of action, power of
the body, power of money, power of self-respect and
with these powers collectively he has the power of
Divine Help. If he is then not victorious, who else will
be victorious?
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This is the reality of zuhd, as explained. This is what
correct tawakkul [Trust in Allah] is all about. All good
and noble means are at your disposal; however, trust is
in Him. Accordingly, the Habeeb of Allah (Sallallahu
alaihi wa sallam) said upon gathering all the noble and
good means: “O Allah! This is my effort, and upon You is my
trust placed.”
This is true zuhd and this is true tawakkul.
Stop Fighting and Feuding
For strength, added strength and collective strength
Allah Tabaaraka Wa Ta’ala has clearly and explicitly
stated elsewhere: “Do not fight with each other.” O
Muslims! Desist from living fragmented. Desist from
fighting with each other.
This begs the question: “What is the harm in fighting
each other?” My, my! You being a Mu-min and you
ask such a question? “You will be weakened.” Your courage
will diminish. Your courage will fade away. And when
your courage fades away then what task can you then
achieve? You will have no courage.
Understand this in another manner. Your joints will
become weak. You will become meek. “So what if we
become meek?” So what!? “Your power will become
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eroded.” You will become like “particles of scattered dust”.
In other words, your awe will be lost. Then, others will
dominate you. You will become overpowered. You will
live in fear. You will have fear for them. Your limbs
will become weak. What fight will you be able to put
up then? You will become intimidated. You will be at
your wits’ end.
So Allah Ta’ala says that you need awe to dominate the
enemy. For this awe a collective and united force is
necessary. And for this it is necessary to refrain from
arguing.
When you stop arguing with each other then you will
be strong and daring. When you are daring, then your
awe will strike others, not the other way round. And
this is the conventional cause of victory. But you have
abandoned that conventional cause, so others are
dominating you and you are taken over. Fear for them
has settled over you. Then how can you be successful?
Collectively you have taken the route of failure.
The Bayaan of Al-Mu-minul Qawi Khairum minal
Mu-minidh Dha’eef
Look! My Rasool is going. He came for your benefit. I
sent him for you to live with honour till Qiyaamah with
the teachings he hands down to you. Now he is going.
But he is going after imparting all those factors and
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means which bring domination; which produce
indomitable will; which give a life of awesome power.
As long as you live with these means you will be
victorious with My help. Others will be defeated. You
will have awe; others will be overawed. So, till
Qiyaamat you will be victorious. “Now there is no one to
overpower you.” No one will be able to make you their
serfs.
This is the bayaan of Al-Mu-minul Qawi Khairum
minal Mu-minidh Dha’eef – the Strong Mu-min is
better than the weak Mu-min. Topical questions have
been addressed in this bayaan. If any harm or evil
raises its head then it is due to some weakness
overcoming the Mu-min; the Mu-min who ought to be
physically and spiritually powerful. Hence, the good
was short lived and now momentary evil has asserted
itself.
How Sharr is Fleeting and Khair is Enduring
But once he takes stock of himself then the evil is
fleeting; it is not enduring. Khair is enduring. In other
words you will experience khair; the sharr will not
remain. The momentary sharr will change to khair and
khair will prevail. You will say: “We were defeated;
but that was temporary due to discrepancy in outward
obedience on one occasion and due to internal and
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inner discrepancy on another occasion. Hence it [the
defeat] was temporary.
For example, in the Battle of Uhud outward compliance
was forfeited. When you were winning then the guards
posted to protect the mountain pass saw the Muslims
victorious and the enemy on the run. They thought that
there was no reason left to remain at the pass, whereas
they should have waited for fresh instructions from
Rasoolullah (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam); instructions
to leave the pass as there was no need to guard the pass
anymore. But they abandoned their positions on their
own making without fresh instructions. Thus there was
a breach of outward compliance. Thus, the Muslims
suffered a temporary defeat.
In the Battle of Hunain again there was a breach of the
order pertaining to the heart. Their gaze went to their
possessions and to themselves. They thought: “When
we were inferior in numbers we would still win. Now
we are more; why would we be defeated?” This
condition of the heart overshadowed the Demand of
Imaan for the gaze to be on Allah Ta’ala. The human
disposition briefly asserted itself and hence you
suffered a temporary setback.
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“At all times – whilst in battle, in outward distress and
in apparent favourable conditions – your gaze should
be on Me. What is this vanity over your numbers!?”
So, in the Battle of Uhud the external instruction was
breached and here the inner instruction was broken.
Therefore the Help of Allah Ta’ala was lost for a while.
And as soon as they became penitent of their breach of
the external and internal command then Help from
Allah Ta’ala was again forthcoming.
Conclusion
Be that as it may, the Help of Allah Ta’ala, that is
recharged power, is always present with the Strong
Mu-min, as submitted to you. So, there is nothing of
being overawed and defeated when the Strong Mumineen stop quarrelling, refrain from discord and take
upon themselves to live united.
May Allah Ta’ala cherish us with abundant taufeeq to
live steadfastly as complete and perfect Strong Mumineen with power of Imaan together with ikhlaas and
sidq [sincerity and honesty].
(End of Majlis by Hazrat Moulana Maseehullah Khan
Saheb, Nawwarallahu Marqadahu)
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Rasoolullah
(Sallallahu Alaihi Wa
Sallam) said:
“The Strong Mu’min is better
and more loved by Allah than
the weak Mu’min.
And, there is some good in all.”
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